Detection of the hepatitis B virus major pre-core mutation by the amplification refractory mutation system technique.
HBeAg/anti-HBe seroconversion is associated, in some patients affected by type B chronic active hepatitis (CAH), with the occurrence of HBV pre-core mutants characterized by a common G-A change at codon 83. Since this mutation has important clinical correlations, we tried to develop a fast and reliable PCR test based on the amplification refractory mutation system (ARMS) technique, which has been successfully used to identify point mutations associated with genetic diseases. Following this approached, we analysed HBV particles isolated from 7 patients with anti-HBe CAH and previously characterized by DNA sequencing. Sera containing only wild type or mutant HBV DNA or a combination of both showed a discrete amplification product only in the presence of the specific wild type or mutant upstream primer. These results confirm the efficacy of the ARMS technique in detecting in a rapid and specific fashion the most common and clinically relevant HBV pre-core mutation.